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could be determined to within a few micrometers. Copper was then deposited onto the rim of the
disc. The disc was then remounted onto the diamond turning machine so the grooves could be
machined into the copper.
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Figure 1 -A series of radiographs taken perpendicularto theaxisofan implodingal~ cylindershowingthe
RT instabili~grOWth.
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Figure 2 – Drawings of the two packages that were needed for the RT experiments.

The primary concern for the machined package was that the machining stresses would deform
the thin spikes. After numerous discussions, it was decided to use a form-tool to produce the
grooves. The design of the form-tool necessitated the 7.5° angles that are shown on the drawing
in figure 2b. Initially every other groove was machined, then these grooves were filled with wax
to support the thin wall while the remaining grooves were being machined. After machining all
of the grooves the wax was removed leaving a ring of copper material with the appropriate
grooves machined into it. This process worked very well. All the critical dimensions were held to
within 2 pm of the desired amount. A cutaway view of the aluminum disc and the copper rim
with the machined grooves is shown in figure 3.



Figure 3 – A Photograph of the aluminum disc showing the copper rim with the machined grooves.

After machining the grooves, the parts needed to be cut to the proper width. This was performed
with an Electron Discharge Machine to minimize machining stresses. There was considerable
concern that the residual stresses from the machining operation would cause the packages to
deform to such an extent that they could not be integrated into the entire target assembly.
Therefore, it was decided to build the package supporting structure, as shown in figure 4, while
the package was on the aluminum substrate. This structure would provide the necessary
structural integrity to the package and make target assembly much easier. The package and its
supporting structure would then be removed from the substrate. The supporting structure
consisted of 150 pm-thick stand-offs that were glued to a 50 ym thick gold washer. Each of the
above steps required great care because of the delicate nature of the packages and the extremely
small size of the components involved (particularly of the gold stand-offs). This assembly
process, although te&ous, worked very well. Figure 4 shows a package that has been EDMed to
the correct width adjacent to an assembled package that is ready to be leached.

Figure 4 – Photogmph of package EDMed to width adjacent to an assembled package ready to be leached

PACKAGES PRODUCED USING ELECTRON DISCHARGE MACEUNING (’EDM)
Fabrication problems with the packages produced by photolithography caused their delivery to
be too late to be used in these experiments; therefore, they will not be discussed. A photograph
of some of packages that eventually arrived is shown in figure 5. The photolithography
fabrication problems caused a third fabrication approach to be used. This approach was to use the
EDM process to make the entire package described in figure 2a. The same copperhkninum
substrate combination was used to produce these parts as was used for the machined packages. A
Panasonic Micro EDM was used for these parts. It was decided to use this machine in a manner
similar to a milling machine to produce these packages. This process is very labor intensive,
however, the very tight schedule dictated that this approach should be attempted. This technique
produced very good spikes; however the bottom web was estimated to be 15 pm. It is thought
that an unknown amount of electrode wear was responsible for-tie thicker web. These packages
did deliver very usefbl data [3].

FINAL TARGET ASSEMBLY
After the package assemblies were completed, they were mounted to the side of a sphere that had
laser entrance holes machined into it that formed a tetrahedral geome~. The package, along
with the backlighter and shield, needed to be mounted along a specific direction so that it would
be illuminated properly. The accuracy of mounting was about 0.5°. A view of one of the final
target assemblies is shown in figure 6.



CONCLUSIONS
All of the fabrication methods described above worked well for producing the target packages
desired. Great care and attention to detail was required at each step. Considerable forethought
made the process proceed well even when udoreseen difficulties arose. The parts were produced
in about two weeks from the making of the substrate to final target metrology. Photolithography
is probably the optimum way to make this type of part if the schedule will allow it- The
usefulness of having a Computer Numerically Controlled EDM for producing small quantities of
these types of stmctures was also demonstrated by this project.

.Figure 5- Paclmges made by photolithography process. Figure 6 – Photograph of final target assembly

Assembly, along with fabricatio~ can be very difficult. Forethought and the ability to handle
very small parts facilitated being able to assemble these targets in very timely fashion.

In summary, the experimenters and theoreticians were very pleased with these targets. This set of
experiments confirmed the theoretical calculations used to simulate RT instabilities.
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